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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we get a dilation theorem (Theorem 1) by which an object 
(a, X, T, U> becomes an object (a, g’, v, P, T, r}, where 6Z is an arbitrary 
algebra, 55 and 9 are Banach spaces, 9, is a bicontinuous isomorphism of 
3 into A??;, P is a continuous projection of S? onto ~(a), T and T are operators 
on S, resp. on 3?‘, U is a B(S)-valued linear map on 01 estimated by a sub- 
multiplicative functional and V is a B(.g)-valued representation on fl. 
[For a Banach space 3, B(X) is the Banach algebra of all linear bounded 
operators on 3.1 
Then, we give some consequences of this result and introduce generalized 
subspectral operators. 
1. NOTATIONS 
Throughout the following C denotes the complex plane. Let .Q! be an 
algebra over C, h an element which does not belong to CY and G the algebra 
over C spanned by (@, A>. Then, we say that X is a multiplier of fl if aA and 
Au E 0Z, for every a E GZ. Everywhere, N denotes the set (0, 1, 2,...}; 6I an 
arbitrary algebra over C; X a multiplier of 07 such that aX = Au, for any 
a E a; R, the set of all nonnegative real numbers; K : GZ -+ R, a submulti- 
plicative functional [i.e., K(d) < K((a)K(b) for n, 6 E @J; S,, = 1 if u -- 21 
and a,, --= 0 if u f ZI, for arbitrary u, V; X a Banach space over C; B(.0Z) the 
Banach algebra of all linear bounded operators on 55; I the identity operator 
and ?X’ the dual of 3”. 
Let T E B(Z); we say that a linear map U : 0Y ---f B(Z) is a weak T-map 
if limn-m 11 C;L=, (-l)“-“(i) T”U(aA1*-L)x Illja = 0, for every a E (I??, x c B 
(see PI). 
Let Tl , T, E B(X), not necessarily permutable, and let us denote by 
(Tl - T2)["J = Czco (-l)“-“(z) TlkTiek, for every n E; N. If 
limQim \i(Tl - T#"l (J1ln = 0 and lim nil l\(T, - Tl)["l Ill@ == 0, 
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one says that Tl , T, are quasinilpotent equivalent and denotes TL k T, , 
(see [31). 
If Tl , T, E B(X) are quasinilpotent equivalent and permutable, then 
(Tl - TJ[“l = (Tl - T,)“, (T, - T#“l = (T, - TJn, for every n E N 
and one denotes Tl - T, instead of Tl z T, 
Let 3 and S? be two Banach spaces, v a bicontinuous isomorphism of 2” 
into 9, P a continuous projection of 3? onto a(!.?“). We say that an operator 
T E B(a) is a dilation of an operator T E B(3) if PTy(x) = I, for any 
x E ST and that T is an extension of T if Tp(x) = v( TX), for any x E 2”. 
Let G be a group with a unit element e; then a map p : G ---f B(T) such that 
PW = 44 P(4, f or all a, b E G and p(e) = I is called a representation 
of G into B(X). A family {T, ; t E R,) C B(Z) such that T,,, = TAT, , for 
any t, s E R, and TO = I is called a semigroup of operators (see [14]). For a 
vector space X, we denote by L(X) the algebra of all linear maps of X into X. 
2. GSPECTRAL DILATIONS 
THEOREM 1. Let T E B(S) and U : a--f B(g) a linear map such that 
(1) there is an element a, E #Z satisfying U(a,) = I, U(aoa) = U(aa,) = 
U(a), U(aa,b) = U(ab), for a, b E Q? and (2) (1 U(a)il < K(a) for a E fl. 
Then, there is a Banach space 9, a bicontinuous isomorphism q of X into $, 
a continuous projection P of 3? onto v(3), an operator T E B(g) and a repre- 
sentation V : GY -F B(g) such that 
(0) V(4 = I; II Wll < G)for a: E m II P II G (Wd2. 
(i) PV((Y) v(x) = 9)( U(cll)x), for ~11 E 6Y, x E 3. 
(ii) PT”q(x) = q(Tnx), for x E 3, n E N. 
(iii) V(ol)T = TV(a), ,for a E GE 
(iv) P(T - V(a,h))lzV(ol) v(x) = &&,(-l)n-k(~) T”lJ (aAnek)x) for 
or~Gl’, XEX and nEN. 
(v) .JS? is the closed vector space spanned by { TnV(,) v(x); x E 3, a: E GZ, 
nEN). 
(vi) Let b E a, then V(b) v(x) = q( U(b)x), for x ES if and only $ 
U(ub) = U(a)U(b), for every a E G?, 
(vii) The following statements are equivalent: 
(vii)l TV(X) = q(Tx), for x E 3; 
(vii), U(a)T = TU(a), for a E O& 
(vii), TPV(ar) I = PTV(ol) p(x), for (Y E G?, x E 3”. 
(viii) T - V(uJ), if U(aA) = U(a)U(a,,X), U(a)T = TU(a), for a E r5Z 
and T N U(a,X). 
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Proof. (A) Let us consider the Cartesian product 
and the direct sum 2”-(Nxa’ = @oa)ENxn Sj-), where 2Wa) y-= 2” for every 
j E N, a E GE An element y E SNxn is a family (yj,a)ci,a,E,vxn [or 
y = (yj,Jj,,,] and (y)ciSa, =Y~,~ E X, for every j E N, a E 07’. If 
YET 
(NxUl) c ,q-NXC2 > 
then (y)cj,,, = yj,, # 0 for only a finite number of elements (j, a) EN x 6Y. 
Let us consider a map 0 = ( Oj@)oa)ENxn of PNxa) into SNXQ defined by 
Oy = (3”jE.i,b Ti(i(~b)y~,~)~.~ , for every y E 97”““‘. It is easy to see that 0 
is well defined and linear. Then, we denote by & the range of 0 and by p an 
arbitrary element of 5!. For every 9 E &, we have O-1(($)) = {y E 9”-tNxb); 
oy := 9). 
We define a function w : 3? -+ R, by 
for every 9 E 2; let us prove that w is a norm on 2. 
Let p E C be nonzero and j E k; we show that 
@-y(P#) = 44) = IPYiY E @-y@>):. 
Indeed, let 
then 
w E 4&, i.e., y E @-WI), 
hence try E O-l({pj}). Let now 
x E O-l({pj}), i.e., 02 = pj or @(z/p) = $; 
hence 
Then 
and 2 = py’ E O(pjq. 
409/39/2-2 
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44) = I P I 4% w h ence one deduces also that w(6) = 0. Then, for p = 0 
we have ~(09) = 0 and OW(~) = 0, for any 9 E 9. Hence w(p$) = 1 p j w(j), 
forany9E9,pEC. 
Let 
$I, 9” E 9? and O(jl + 92) = {yl + y2; yr E O-r({$r}), ys E O-r((js))>; 
then obviously we have 
and 
A($1 + $2) c o-l((gl + Jy) 
fJJ(jP +j2> < w(y) + we2>1 for all $‘, 9” E 9. 
Then, from the definition of w, for every 9 E & we have 
1) ~(9) < C&b II Ti II K(b) l/y&b II, for any Y E @(if>) and 
2) II 9~~ II< II Ti II W) 45% for .i~ N a E a. 
Hence w is a norm on &‘; we denote by S? the w-completion of 9? and the 
norm on ?? also by w. 
(B) We define an isomorphism q~ of % into ZNxCn by 
for every x E 3’. 
Applying 1) and 2) we get 
3) l/K(as)il x [j < w(~(x)) < K(a,)[l x (I, for any x E 3”. Therefore 9 is a 
bicontinuous isomorphism of 9 into 9?=‘. 
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We define a projection P of & onto y(Z), by Pg = p(jo,“,), for every 
4 E ?k’. Applying 3) and 2), we get 
4) w(Pj) < (K(u~))~ w(p), for any $ E &“. 
Hence, P can be extended by continuity to a continuous projection of .?? onto 
v(Z), that will be denoted by the same symbol. 
Now, for every9 E &‘, we put 
where zkXO = J+-~,~ for k > 1 and z,,~ = 0, for any b E ~57. Generally, let 
n E N; then 
where z;;“,b = yk-n,b, for k 2 n and ,z& = 0, for 0 < k i: n, when b E G’. 
We see easiIy that F is well defined and linear. Let us prove that T : @ -+ :$ 
is a continuous map. Let 3 E @‘; then 
‘? = (Tjc Tdi’C’(ab)y,,)j, I = (Tj 1 
i.b 1. .b 
TW(~b)y,-,,:,) 
j,fl 
TW(ab) z~,~ = On A, 
j,o 
where z~,~ = yk--l,b for k 3 1 and z,,, = 0, when b E Ol, y E Osml({$}). 
Denoting 
d( Tjq = {z E .mNxa); %B,b _ %-Lb when k>l 
and x0,1, = 0, for 6 E 67, y E W((f});-, 
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we see that d(T’) C O-l({Tj}). Then, we have 
i.e., 
5) w(?) d It Tll 4B), f or any j E &. Thus T can be extended by con- 
tinuity to an element of B(a), that will be denoted by the same symbol. 
Now, we have (ii), indeed, 
%$x> = (TjT”Wx)j,a = (Tj; TW(ab) sin s~~,s)~,~ 
and 
P&(x) = (T”r TW(a,b) &, Sbasr) = p( T’k), for XE%, HEN. 
i,b 
(C) Let us define a representation V. Let LY E GZ; then for every ~7 E &‘, 
we put 
v(a)B = (“& T’C’(aab)Yi,b)j.a = (TjC TiU(ac) bg 
i,c c 
Yi,bjj a 
= Tj TilJ(ac) zi c ES?, 
( c i,c 4 i.a 
where G& = {b E 02; orb = c} and .qG = CbEa,yi,b, for i E N, c E 6Y. The 
map V(U) : S? -+ S? is well defined. Indeed, let $1 = 9” E &‘; then there is 
yl, y2 E x-cNx@) such that 9’ = Oyl and 9” = Oy2, hence 
Tix TiU(ab) y;,, = Tjx TiU(ub) Y;,~, 
i.b i,b 
for any j E N, a E r2. Then, Tj&b TiU(u’b) y:,b = TjCivb TiU(a’b) ~f,~, 
for j E N and a’ = sol when a E 6Y. We see easily that for every ~11 E (2’ 
V(a) : S? + S? is a linear map and V(a,)$ = j, for any 9 E 2. Moreover 
Y : Q? -+ L(9) is a representation_(see [5]). 
We show that V(a) : 3 + 3 is continuous, for every 01 E a. Let 
A( V(a)$) = {z E 9?‘Nxn); z~,, = Cbcgcyi,b , y E O-l({g})}, then 
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Therefore, we have 
i.e., for every cy E CY we get 
6) w( L’(cx)j) < K(ol) w(j), f or any j E Z?. Hence, for every 01 E 67 l-(a) 
can be estended by continuity to an element of B(Z), that will be denoted 
also by by(~). 
Thus, (0) also is proved. To show (i), we write 
PC-(a) c&r) = P (Tj c TW(aab) 8,,&,,x) 
i,b i,a 
= P (Tj c Ti~+zc) c &,,&,s) 
i,r be(l,. ,.” 
= v (TOE TiU@04 b;7 s,a&,) 
i,c 
= q~ (To; TiU(aob) 8bag,+) = y(u(a)x), for a E cl, x E 3. 
The property (iii) is immediate, since 
nqa)j = (TjZ Ti-tW(uab) yi.o)j ” 
= V(a) Ty, for 4 E 2, 01 E CT. 
Now, let us write 
(T - V(u,h))” V(a) cp(x) = f (-l)“-x (2) T”V(A%) r&), 
A=0 
.v E T, a E 67, n E N. 
Since 
zzz y (c TiU(Xn-WJ) &,,o&x) = cp(T”Cr(Xn-ka)x) 
i,b 
and CJI is an isomorphism, we get (iv). The property (v) follows from 
j = (TJ Ci,b TiU(ab) yi,b)j,u. = Ci,b riV(b) q~)(y~,~), for 9 E &. Writing 
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W) 44 = P Z&b Tiw@~,O%l and v( U(b)x) = (TjU(a) U(~)X)~,,  the 
property (vi) is immediate. 
(D) Let us prove (vii). From TV(X) = (TjTU(a)x)j,a and y(G) = 
wJ(u) TX),,, , we see that (vii)r and (vii), are equivalent. Taking CII = a,, in 
(vii), , we get (vii)r . Conversely, writing (vii)r , with U(M)% instead of x we 
have Tq(U(a)x) = p(TU(a), x), for every x E %, a E GZ 
But 
Tcp( U(cx)x) = TPV(a) q(x) and v(TU(ol)x) = PT V(a) g)(x), 
for 
LlECT?,XEE. 
At least we show (viii). Let 9 E S? and n E N, then we write 
(T -V(uoh))n~ = z. (-I)“-” (1) ~k~(4pk).f 
= to (-l)“-” (;I)(PC 
i,b i,a 
zzz go (-I,),-’ (;)(Tj; Tit@) TkUn-‘(a,X)yi,b) = % 
i,a 
where x is defined by 
qb = f (-l)+” (1) TkUn-k(uoA)yi,b for iEN, bE@, ye@-l({f}). 
k=O 
Denoting by d((T - V(u,h))“g) the set of all elements z so defined, we see 
that A((T - V(U$))~~) C O-l({(l;i - V(U,A))~~}). Then, we have 
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Therefore, w((T - V(a,,h))“$) < // (T - U(a,,h))” j/ w(j), for $ E &, n EN; 
whence we deduce that w((T - V(U,,X))~%) < 11 T - U(Q))” // W(X), for 
x E F’, n E N, or moreover \l(T - V(U,X))~ // < /l(T - U((u,h))" /I, for n E N. 
Remark 1. Theorem 1 is true also if we take a group G instead of the 
algebra U and a representation p : G -+ R(Y) instead of the map 
ccl : cl --f B(?ir-). 
COROLLARY 1. Let T E B(3) be an operator and G be a set of operators. 
Then there is a Bunuch space b, a bicontinuous isomorphism g, of 55 into 9, a 
continuous projection P of %? onto F(Z), a dilation T E B(a) of T and for every 
A E 6 un extensioff AE B(g) such that Ij irl! ,< j/ A )I, j/ Tl] < jJ T/i, -- 
TA = AT and S? is the closed vector space spanned by {lfn~(x); x E ~‘2, n E Nj. 
Proof. We consider the associative free algebra L of 6 over C(see [2]) and 
the unitary homomorphism h : L + B(X) given by Proposition 1 from [2, 
Chapter I Section 11, and then apply the previous theorem. 
COROLLARY 2. Let T E B(E) un operator and {T,} C B(F) a semigroup of 
operators. Then there is a Banuch space S?‘, a bicontinuous isomorphism 9 of 2' 
into g’, a continuous projection P of 5? onto v(X), a dilation T E B(g) of T and 
a semigroup of operators {T,} C B(S?) such that, for every t E R, , T, is an 
extension of T, , 11 T, // < I/ T, 11, T,T = TT, , g is the closed vector space 
spanned by {?%JI(x); x E 3, n E Nj and for any t, s E R+ we have 
Proof. This affirmation is immediate from Remark 1. 
Remark 2. From Theorem 1 (iv), we see that 
1) lim,,, - (w(P(T - V/(U,,~)~ V(a) p(x))‘@ = 0, for every 01 E 6Y x E % if 
and only if U is a weak T-map; aIso 
2) lim,,, (w(P(T - V(u,h))R p)(x))l’” = 0, for every x E 55 if U(aA) = 
U(a)((a,X), a E Ol and T A U(Q). 
Remark 3. If, in the assumption of Theorem 1, we have T E B(Z) with 
TJ # 0 for any j E N and a submultiplicative functional K such that K(a) # 0 
for any a E @ [this is possible, since in the contrary case one can take 
K’(u) = K(u) + 1, for every a E 021, then we introduce on X(NxH) a norm 
defined by T(Y) = Ci,b (1 Ti I/ K(b) 11 yi,h 11, for every y E %cAxa). Considering 
the norm w on & it is clear that the linear map 0 : %2-(NxCT) --f 9? is con- 
tinuous and w is the quotient space norm on .?ZtNxQ)/ker 0. 
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Indeed, let j” E &; then we have 
where y” is a fixed element of S-rNxa) such that Oya = j” and 30 is the 
equivalence class of S tNxa)/ker 0 containing ya. 
Remark 4. If we add, in the assumption of the previous theorem, the 
property U(a)T = TU(a), for a E 4 then, from the first, we can consider the 
Cartesian product X2^” = napa 99, the direct sum S9a) = @aea.P, with 
P = 55, for every a E a and a linear map 0, : Pa) -+ !Z’ defined by 
@,y = (cb li(ab)yb)@CZ., for every y E%^(@‘. 
Denoting by go the range of 0,) we consider the norm w. defined by 
wo(%) = inf,,q(y,t Cb K(b) /I Yb 11, f or every 9 ~9’. In this case, we see 
easily that w. is the quotient space norm on %@‘/ker 0, , if K(a) # 0, for 
any a E GZ. 
Remark 5. We can consider also the norm p defined by 
for every 9 E 9, where 
for J’ E N, a E G! (see [5] and [lo]). Using this norm we can get all properties 
of Theorem 1 excepting (viii). 
Remark 6. Let there be the algebra 02 endowed with a topology of 
Michael algebra (i.e, there is in 02 a fundamental system of convex indem- 
potent neighbourhoods of zero). Then, we remark: 
1) If the linear map U : CY + B(S) is continuous, then taking K(a) = 
max(m, 1) qo(a), for a E a we are under the conditions of Theorem 1, [q. is 
a continuous semi-norm on GZ such that qo(ab) < qO(a)qo(b), a b E QZ and 
11 U(a)j( 6 ilIp,( for a E O& M being a positive real constant]. Moreover, the 
obtained representation V : Q! -P B(g) satisfies (1 V(a)/1 < max(M, 1) q. (a), 
a E CZ. 
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But considering the norm p, we can get also the property: If 
lim sup II U(abc)x I] := 0, 
b,F cl,(n) <l&,(c) <1 
for every x E 3, then we have lim, V = 0 strongly in B(X); .F is a filter 
on G! such that its base contains a bounded set, (see [5]). 
2) If the linear map U : CZ ---f B(X) satisfies I/ U(ab)ll -(; 11 U(a)11 /I U(b)jl, 
for a, b E GE, then taking K(a) = /j U(a)ll, for every a E 02, we get a represen- 
tation V : 6Y-+ B(g) such that I/ V(a)11 < Ii U(a)ii, for a E G!. Hence, if 
lim, U = 0 uniformly in B(F), then lim, I’ -= 0 uniformly in B(9), where 
.F is a filter on CY. 
DEFINITION 1. Let (02, 9”, T, U} be an object, where 02 is an algebra, 
S a Banach space, U : GZ + B(X) a linear map as in Theorem 1 and T E B(Z) 
an operator. Then, an object {a, .!S?, y, P, T, I’} where 3? is a Banach space, 
v a bicontinuous isomorphism of 37 into b, P a continuous projection of 
9 onto CJJ (%), T E B(g) an operator and V : GE ---f B(.$) a representation such 
that V(a,) = 1 and V(u)T = TV(u), for a E @, is called an &spectral 
dilation of {cgd, %, T, U} if PV(,) v(x) = q~(U(,)x), for cy E 0& x ES and 
PTy(x) = I, for x E r. 
An C&spectral dilation is called minimal if ?? is the closed vector space 
spanned by {TnV(a) &c); n E N, (Y E GY, x E %I. 
THEOREM 2. Let E, 9? be two Banuch spaces, q~ a bicontinuous isomorphism 
of 3” into 3?‘, P a continuous projection of ?I? onto v(Z), T E B(z) an operator 
satisfying Ty(F) C F(X) and V : f2 + B(g) a representation such that 
(j) there is a, E G? for which V(a,) = 1; V(u,,X) ~(3) C ~~(55”); 
(jj) V(a)T = TV(a), for 01 E e 
(jjj) TPV(a) v(x) = PTV(LU) q(x), for x E .T, 01 E 6T; 
(jv) T - V(u,X). 
Then, there is a linear map U : 6Y -+ B(F) and an operator T E B(S) such 
that 
U(u,) = I, U(uu,) = U(a,u) = U(u), 
U(au,b) = U(ub), U(u)T = TU(u), U(d) = U(u)U (u,X) 
for any a, b E Gl and T - U(ad). 
Proof. Taking U(a) = qlPV(ab, for every a E G?Y and T = v-‘Tg, we 
easily get the previous statements. 
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THEOREM I*. Let T E B(Z) and let U : Ol+ B(X) be a linear map such 
that (1) there is an element a, E 02 satisfying U(a,) = I, U(a,a) = U(aa,) = 
U(a), U(aa,b) = U(ab), for a, b E 02 and (2)1) U(a)\1 < K(a), for a E a. Then, 
there is a Banach space S? containing % as a closed vector subspace, a continuous 
” I 
projection Q of 3? onto 3, an operator T E B(Z) and a representation 
W : M -+ B(g) such that 
(0) W&J = f; II W(a>ll d JW, for a E a II Q II d (Wq,))z 
(i) Q W(a)x = U(a)x, for a E 4 x E 3. 
(ii) &TX = TX, for x E X. 
(iii) II&V(a) = W(a) ri’, for a E OZ. 
o1 E z) Q( i: - W(a,h)“W(a)x = C& (-l)“-“(i) TkU(arh@-k)x, for x E X, 
(v) S? is the closed vector space spanned by {p W(a)x; n E N, (Y E GY, 
XE%). 
(vi) Let b E & then W(b)x = U(b)x, ;f and only if U(ab) = U(a) U(b), 
for any a E GY. 
(vii) The following statements are equivalent: 
(vii)r TX = Tx, for x E 3; 
(vii)s U(a)T = TU(a), for a E a 
(vii), pQW(a)x = Qi’W(a)x, for a E GY, x E 3. 
(viii) F N W(a,A), if U(aA) = U(a)U (a$), U(a) T = TU(a), for 
a E GZ and T N U(a,,h). 
Proof. Applying Theorem I, we get at first the object {GY, 3, v, P, T, V) 
and then, we consider & = 3 0 (I- P)L$?, S? = ~(3) + (f - P)g and 
the isomorphism z,4 of 9? into 3? defined by 4 (X @ y) = T(X) + y, for x E %, 
ye@- P)Zif. Th en, considering the norm wOv [(wOq)(x) = w(p)(x)), for 
x E X, w being the considered norm on 3? in the proof of Theorem I)] on X’, 
which is equivalent with the initial norm on X and the norm q on 3? defined 
by q(x @ y) = W(~)(X) + y), for every x @ y E 9, we get that # is an isometric 
isomorphism of 3? onto 3. 
Then, taking Q = #-lP#, ri’ = #-‘F# and W(a) = z,-~V(U)#, for a E GY, 
we easily get the above statements (see also [lo]). 
Applying this reasoning to elements of the assumption of Theorem 2, we 
have 
THEOREM 2*. Let S? be a Banach space, 3’ a closed subspace of it, Q a con- 
tinuous projection of 2?’ onto X, 5? E B(g) an operator satisfying ?F C 9” and 
W : GZ + B(g) a representation such that 
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(j) there is a, E 02 for which W(a,) = 1; W(a&\) X C F; 
(jj) W(a)7 = TW(a), for a E 67; 
(jjj) fYJW(a)x = QiiW(o~)x, for X E 3, a: E 67; 
(jv) I: N W(u,A). 
Then, there is an operator T E B(X) and a linear map U : O? --f B(S) such 
that U(a,) = I, U(uu,) = U(q) = U(u), U(uu,b) = U(ub), U(ull) ;= 
U(u) U(u,h), U(u)T = TU(u), for a, b E O? and T - U(u,X). 
3. GENERALIZED SUBSPECTRAL OPERATORS 
We denote by A an algebra of complex-valued functions on C, which is 
locally unitary and contains the functions z -+ zf (2) and z +.fc(z), for every 
f E A, 5 E suppf, (f&4 =f(Mt: - 4 if 2 E vpf and f&4 = 0 if 
z 6 supp f). “Supp” denotes as usual the support of a function or of a linear 
map on A and “C” the complement in C of a set. By A locally unitary, we 
mean that for any compact set K C C and any open set Q 3 K, there is 
xK E A such that xK = 1 on a neighborhood of K, xx = 0 on CQ and 
o< ., xK < 1; xK is called a local unit corresponding to K. A, denotes the set 
of all functions of A with compact support; (Kj} an increasing sequence of 
compact sets of C such that for any compact set K C C, there is K,i, E {Kjj 
containing K, (in [12], it was called exhaustive sequence). 
Let U : A -+ B(T) be a linear map and (Kj} an exhaustive sequence; if 
there is a sequence {xKI} of local units xy. with compact support, corresponding 
to K, , forj = 1, 2,... such that lim,,, U(x,)x = X, for every x E 9’, then U 
is called {Kj> -unitary and (xx-,} an approximate U-unit of A corresponding 
to {Kj). If there is a compact set K C C such that U(xK) = 1, for any local 
unit xK , then U is called K-unitary map. 
Throughout, {xX,} denotes an approximate U-unit corresponding to {K,); 
p(T), u(T) and R(., T) denotes the resolvent set, resp. the spectrum and resp. 
the resolvant function of an operator T E B(X). Let T E B(X) an operator 
with the single-valued extension property, i.e., for any analytic function 
f : Q, --f A?%, 52, C C open, satisfying (xl - T)f(x) = 0, it follows that 
f(a) = 0 (see [3], also [4]). Then, for every N E X we consider the set &x) 
consisting of all elements z,, E C such that there is an analytic function f valued 
in ?Z defined in a neighborhood of a, satisfying (A - T)f(z) = X. We denote 
by I+(X) = C pr(x) and SFT(K) = {X E 3; u&v) C Kj, KC C is a compact set. 
We denote by “a” the function x --f x on C and say that a linear map 
U : A -+ B(S) is associated with an operator T E B(X) if U( f )T = U(zf ), for 
every f E A,, (see [6]). 
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Remark 7. If U : A + B(X) is a {Kj} -unitary map associated with an 
operator T E B(9), then limi,, U(zxK)x there is for every .r E% and 
TX = limj,, U(zx#. 
PROPOSITION. Let U : A + B(.%‘) be a {Kj} -unitary map associated with an 
operator T E B(3) and having the properties 
(1) lim?,, U(f&,)x = U(f)x, for f E A, x E 3; 
(2) the operator-valued function 5 + Cr( fc) is analytic in C supp f, for 
everyf~A. 
Then, supp U C u(T) and U is a u( T)-unitary map satisfring U(ZX~(~)) = T 
for every local unit ,yocr) . 
Proof. We use the same method as in the proof of the Theorem 1.6, 
Chapter 3 from [3]. Let f E A, with supp f n u(T) = D and 
U(f,), for SE C suppf, 
U(f) R([, T) for 5 EPW 
Let 5 E p(T) n c supp f, then we have U( ,fc)(W - T) = U(f). Hence 
U( fJ = U(f)R (5, T), for 5 E p( T) n C supp f andF(<) is analytic in whole L’. 
ButF([) is zero at co, henceF(5) = 0; whence U(f) = 0. 
Now, let f E A with supp f n a(T) = 0 and let {xX,} be an approximate 
U-unit. Then, we have supp XKjf C supp xK, n supp f C supp f, hence 
supp XKI f n a(T) = 0, for j =: 1,2,... . For every positive integer j let there 
be the function 
I DT((fXKj)O for F&J = 5 6 C =wfxK, YfxK,) R(L T), for 5 E p(T). 
Repeating the above reasoning for every Fj(Q we get U( fxKij> = 0, for 
j = 1,2,...; hence U( f ) = 0. Therefore we have supp UC u(T). Whence, we 
see easily that U is u(T)-unitary and U(ZX,(~)) = T, for every local unit 
i%(T) * 
An A-spectral representation is a {Kj}-unitary homomorphism 
V: A+B(X) 
such that 5 + I’( fr) is analytic in C supp f, for f E A (see [13] and [7]). 
An A-scalar operator, S E B(B) can be characterized by there is an A-spectral 
representation associated with S; or, there is an A-spectral representation I’ 
which is u(S)-unitary and satisfies I’(zx~~~,) = S, for every local unit x0(S) , 
(one uses the previous proposition). An operator T E B(X) is A-spectral 
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(see [13, 7, 31) if and only if there is an A-spectral representation which is 
a(T)-unitary and satisfies V(f) T = T V(f), for ft- iz and T - V(ZX,,(~)), 
xUcrl is a local unit (see the corollary from [ 131). 
DEFINITION 2. A {Kj}-unitary linear map U : Ad - R(T) is called A-sub- 
spectral, if it has the properties : 
(I) lirnjmSx, U( fxKj)s = U( ,f )X, for ffz -4, x: E .‘/I’; 
(2) 1~ U(f)11 5; MllL(f)l~, for f~ A, M being a positive constant and 
L : A ---f B(?J)(Y is a Banach space) a linear map such that i --, L( ,fJ is 
analytic in C supp .f, for every f~ iz and 1: L(.fg)ll -: 11 L(f)11 /I L( .~)I~, for 
f,,g E A. 
An --l-subscalar operator (see [lo] and [5]) S E R(X) can be characterized 
by there is an A4-subspectral map U : d ---f B(f) associated with S (see 
[ 10, Theorem 31); then U is called an A-subspectral map of S. 
Let K C C be a compact set and let U : A --) B(f) be an .4-subspectral 
map, than we consider the closed vector space X,(K) = nolKZU(Q) 
(Q sweeping all the open sets of C containing K), where SY,(Q) is the closed 
vector spanned by {U(f)%; f E A, suppf C Q, x E $1. 
Let S E B(S) an A-subscalar operator and let L; : al - B(.F) be an A-sub- 
spectral map of it, then in [12] is proved that S has the single-valued extension 
property and Y,(K) 3 :5,(K), for K C C, compact. 
DEFINITION 3. An operator T E B(T) is called il-subspectral if there is a 
Banach space .S? containing 55 as a closed subspace, a continuous projection P 
of .5? onto S and an A-spectral operator 7; E B(g) with an A-spectral represen- 
tation V : A + B(a) of it satisfying V(zxO(,)T C:‘T for a local unit xDcr, 
TPI’(f).v := PTL’(f)x, for f E .4, x E J, such that T ‘,y. = T. The object 
{.S., P, Tj is called an A-spectral extension of T. 
THEOREM 3. An operator T E B(Z) is A-subspectral if and only if there is 
an A-subspectral map U : A4 -+ B(X) such that C’(,f)T = TC’(f), C:(xf) 
1 ‘(f) CT (~x&r T - U(z~~(~j), for a Zocal unit xotTj . 
Proqf. This affirmation is immediate applying the above Theorems 
I* and 2* and the Lemma from [IO]. 
Remark 8. Let T E B(T) an A-subspectral operator. Then, T has the 
single-valued extension property (see [3, Theorem 2.3, Chapter I]). Moreover, 
applying the Theorems 2.2, 2.4 [Chapter I of 31 and the results from [12], 
we get 
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(1) For every spectral extension {g, P, T} of T we have aT(x) C q.(x), 
for x E 3 and ST(K) C $‘T(K) n 9, for K C C, compact. 
(2) There is an A-spectral extension (9, P, T} of T such that 
cr( T) C u(T) and OF n Z” C ZU(K), for K C C, compact and U an A-sub- 
spectral map of T. 
(3) E&.(K) CLE’%,(K), for KC C, compact and U an A-subspectral 
map of T. 
Remark 9. Let A be endowed with a topology of Michael algebra, then 
we can consider an A-spectral continuous representation V, i.e., a {Kj}-unitary 
continuous homomorphism I/ : A -+ B(.%); also an A-subspectral continuous 
map U, i.e., a {Kj}-unitary linear continuous map U : A + B(3), such that 
limj+m U(fxK,)x = U(f)x, for f E A, x’ E X. 
Then, under this condition, also, we can get the above results (see 
Remark 6). For instance, let A = C”(R2) the algebra of n-times continuously 
differentiable functions on RR2 (= C) with the topology of uniform convergence 
of a function and its derivatives on compact subsets of R2 (for 0 < n < co). 
Remark 10. Let U : C”(R2) --f B(3) be a continuous C”(R2)-subspectral 
map. If U has also the properties U( fz) = U(f)U (z), U(f)T = TU(f), for 
f E CO(R2) and U( z N T, where T E B(Z), then from (vii) and (viii) of ) 
Theorem 1 * and from [4, Theorem 51, we get immediately that U is a C(R2)- 
spectral continuous representation. 
Especially, if U is a C”(R2)-subspectral continuous map associated with an 
operator S E B(X) such that U(f)S = SU(f), for f E C”(R2), then we have 
that U is a CO(R2)-spectral continuous representation and S a C”(R2)-scalar 
operator. 
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